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- Gymnasium Teterow -



  

Education after school

● Employment Agency

tasks: job service

- advice for work and studies

- other areas

● Advantages

competent, informative, neutral, free of charge

● What do they do?

- individual advice

- financial support

- organization of events

- help for application

- presentations and workshops



  

Help at wish for jobs

conclusion: secondary modern school or others

2 years      3 years  2 years     4 years     3 years       3,5 years  3 years

high special comprehensive apprentice- company company scholastic/
school school high schoolship education education profession

civil service education

general entrance requirement
for higher education 

managarial
formation

university of applied
sciences



  

Ways after the high school
study
university/
advanced
technical college
certificate 

management

advanced non-
technical service 

special education 

dual courses of
studies 

apprenticeship
(operational)
(scholastic)
→ intermediate
    examination 

      avenue 
Abitur
universitär of
applied sciences 

university of
applied sciences 

Abitur or
universitär of
applied sciences 

-

     duration     3 - 6 years     3 years   3 - 4,5 years   2 – 3 years

   
    degrees 

Bachelor/
Master of
Science, Laws

Bachelor of
Arts or Laws

Bachelor of
Arts, Science

Education for
jobs

concrete jobs
for example:
-banker
-educater
-physiotherapist

apprenticeship



  

Guideline for orientation  

class 10

reflection for themselves
Who I am? What does I can? What I want to reach?

choice of the main subject
Which subjects are the best one for me and my job goals?

class 11

check/ stabilization of the preference
Which course of studies is good for me? 

research for the studies
Which course of studies there are?

class 12

intensive research for the studies 
selection of the own favorites

decision making
List pro/contra, plan „B“ for safety

from graduation
to begin of the

studies

make sure that you get an university place
quick application

prepare your begin for the study
selection of the university



  

career decision

● Bases

- general tests 
compare/correspondence, Job profile,
own interests, qualities,  demands of the 
abilities, occupationtalents 
skills, knowledge   and the education 

equipment

●  What are able to do such tests? 

- give overview

- Confrontation one has not seen before thus yet  



  

Job test

● test for jobs in future

https://www3.arbeitsagentur.de/web/content/DE/dienststellen/rdn/schwerin/Agentur/
Detail/index.htm?dfContentId=L6019022DSTBAI561857

https://www.arbeitsagentur.de/bildung/ausbildung/welche-berufe-
passen

Examples for online tests:

http://www.yourfreecareertest.com/


  

professional education and study 
  Professional education           Study

       advantage

- financial independence
- practical orientation 
- quick occupational
entrance 
- good chances to be
taken over 
- no higher graduation
urgently 
- good supplement to
the study 

- detailed knowledge
(certain field) 
- many freedoms 
- to try out possibilities
occupations 
- better chances to earn
money
- good promotion
prospects 
- rarer unemployment 
- higher status (Dr. title)

          disadvantage

- in the rule less content 
- often bad promotion
prospects 
- less freedoms (Boss
gives instructions)
- Wage upper limit in the
occupation mostly lies
under from studied 

- high costs (tuition fees,
cost of living)
- often no clear job
profile 
- often difficulties with
the occupational
entrance 
- little practise relation 



  

selfappraisal and foreign appraisal 
● selfinvestigation (personal self-assessment) is very important 

Interests Demands / 

Which occupations /

  expectations 

subjects fit to me?

Abilities

● Ways: Investigating and informing

Occupational net  



  

choices



  

What is important?
                   

Who I am?   What I want do?                          
What am I able to do?  
- Character             - life aims                     
- plans - knowledge
- experiences - dreams                              
- Qualities             - soft skills                      
- Ways                                                 
- talents                                          
- Hobbies                                                
- hard skills                  
                                                                             

 

                      

 



  

My interests: 
- technology: programming, developing, researching,
producing and testing
- with people: helping, caring, advising, educating
and teaching
- with languages: translating, teaching, speaking,
understanding and communicating

My qualities:
hard skills and soft skills   
- provable experiences
- human experiences 

  - placement, driving licence                                       
- ability to work in a team, ability to be critical, 

  fiendly, cooperative, empathy, resilience



  

Study information

Does studying has a future?
- good job perspectives: seldom jobless, often higher payment
- new liberties: new perspectives with things you like
- more satisfaction: sovereignity, creativity, own ideas

Which way I want go?
- technology
- economy
- social domain
- art/ design

Where?
- university
- university of applied sciences
- college for practical science
- dual education system



  

The team

Yaman (17), Nanne (16), Pia-Milena (16), Nele (16)
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